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"I've bought many cars in the past few years, including from very 'high-end' dealers, and no experience has beat this. The showroom is brilliant, the cars are very well priced and the team are as helpful as anything".
 -Audi RS6 Avant
"Excellent customer service. I am a repeat customer for a reason, always happy to use/go back to Hillmoren".
 -Porsche 911 Carrera 4S
"Top marks to a top car dealership!! Bought over the phone as we have only bought cars from Hillmoren and once the car was delivered it was actually better than described thanks guys".
 -Lamborghini Huracan 5.2 LP610-4
"Outstanding service and beautiful car. A professional place and the service was absolutely first class. I'll definitely be buying my next car from these wonderful chaps and wish them continuing success for the future".
 - Tesla Model X 100D
"I have to say I was very impressed by the whole process. Car was exactly as described and all paperwork etc presented excellently at hand over. Nothing was too much trouble even bringing collection of the car forward by a day at short notice. Would definitely recommend and would use again".
 - McLaren 570S
"Buying a car from Hillmoren was the easiest and most hassle free experience I have ever had. From the initial phone call, to picking the car up. Everything was smooth and easy. Even leaving a deposit, out of hours on a Sunday wasn't a problem. They even offered to pick me up from the trainstation when I arranged to collect the vehicle. I would highly recommend Hillmoren to anyone".
 - Tesla Model S 100D
"Having brought a C63 estate recently I honestly don't think we would buy from anywhere else now. Thank you for such a great service". 
 - Mercedes-Benz C63 S
"Bought a lovely Aston Martin from them and had a great quality sales experience. They recently bought it back from me and the experience was just as good if not better". 
 - Aston Martin Vantage S
"Excellent independent dealer, who clearly pride themselves on their professionalism, communications, patience and support.
No sales pressure - they let the cars sell themselves- and they focus on developing longer term relationships, as well as maintaining a high reputation in the industry.
If you want to deal with an independent who has been long-established; is not made of straw; is a family run firm; focussed on a great buying experience with a superb choice of quality vehicles in which you can have confidence after all the checks that they have made - you can’t go far wrong with Hillmoren".
 - Aston Martin Vantage V8
"Excellent attitude and genuine interest in the customer and what they want. Great team".
 -Porsche 911 Turbo S 
"Fantastic service from the minute I stepped through the door. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend them to anyone".
 -Range Rover Sport 5.0 V8 SVR 
"I recently purchased a 911 GT3 RS in Lizard Green from the guys at Hillmoren. It has been a dream car of mine for some time and I cannot thank all involved enough. I was made to feel very welcome on each visit and I respect the straight talking and knowledge that they have in abundance".
 -Porsche 911 GT3 RS
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                                    This website uses cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful.

You can adjust all of your cookie settings by navigating the tabs on the left hand side.
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